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Abstract—The SystemC AMS extensions support heterogeneous modeling and make use of several Models of Computation (MoCs) that operate on different time scales in the Discrete Event (DE), Discrete Time (DT), and Continuous Time (CT) domains. The simulation of such heterogeneous models may raise synchronization problems that are hard to diagnose and to fix, especially when considering multi-rate data flow parts. In this paper, we show how to formally analyze the execution of Timed Data Flow (TDF) models including their interaction with the DE domain by converting the synchronization mechanics into a Coloured Petri Net (CPN) equivalent. The developed symbolic execution algorithm for the CPN allows to detect all DE-TDF synchronization issues before simulation and to propose appropriate sample delay settings for the TDF converter ports to make the system schedulable. The presented technique is validated with a case study including a vibration sensor model.

Index Terms—synchronization; multi-domain simulation; SystemC Analog/Mixed-Signal (AMS) extensions; Discrete Event (DE); Discrete Time (DT); Timed Data Flow (TDF); Coloured Petri Net (CPN); Model of Computation (MoC).

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the greatest challenges in today’s microelectronics industry consists undoubtedly in the flawless design of Moore’s embedded systems that soundly interact with their surrounding analog environment. Such complex heterogeneous systems that mix digital and analog electronics as well as mechanical, thermal, optical, RF domains and software can not anymore be conceived as the late juxtaposition of parts known to work individually. The ability to model and simulate these digital-centric multidiscipline systems as a whole with Models of Computation (MoCs) that soundly cooperate and synchronize becomes the keystone of successful design methodologies. In order to reduce architecture exploration issues and design errors, virtual prototyping at the highest possible level of abstraction has become inevitable, especially for systems featuring a tight coordination between the computational and physical elements.

On the one hand, SystemC [1], based on a mature Discrete Event (DE) simulation kernel, is a well known solution for rapid system prototyping at the Register Transfer, bit-cycle-accurate and Transaction levels. On the other hand, the available SystemC Analog/Mixed-Signal (AMS) extensions [2], [3] allow the modeling of analog behaviors that may be coupled with digital ones. The preferred MoC for SystemC AMS is Timed Data Flow (TDF), which introduces time-stamped samples based on the timeless Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) theory [4]. TDF can efficiently be used to capture oversampled real or complex signal processing behaviors with feedback loops or delays. The specific representation of time in the TDF MoC and the use of converter ports to interface with the DE MoC yield time synchronization relationships that must be dealt with very carefully to avoid causality issues.

Several approaches have been presented in order to integrate untimed SDF MoCs in the DE domain [5], [6]. These approaches, despite describing the methods by which the SDF MoCs are synchronized with the DE MoC, do not address the time-related causality issues that could arise during the MoC interactions. Ptolemy II [7] includes a timed extension of the SDF MoC [8], which matches the SystemC AMS TDF MoC semantics. A rule is proposed in [8] to ensure the internal time-related causality of timed SDF models by adding latency tokens. In this paper, we do not consider this rule, because the SystemC AMS LRM does not impose that TDF models have to be fully causal for simulation. However, we demystify the causality issues that may arise when TDF models are connected to the “outside world” described by the DE MoC.

II. DISCRETE EVENT-TIMED DATA FLOW SYNCHRONIZATION ISSUES

The embedding of TDF clusters of interconnected TDF modules into DE models is supported by TDF converter input and output ports. They can be directly connected to DE signals that can then be read in, or written from, TDF modules. DE signals that are read are sampled, while those that are written generate DE events. To that end, TDF clusters are interpreted as DE processes that are executed at the first delta cycle of the DE simulation cycle to provide the context for the TDF modules’ potential DE read/write operations via TDF converter ports. These DE processes activate the
TDF modules’ processing functions according to the finite static schedule, which can be obtained using the SDF theory [4]. Once the finite schedule has been executed, the TDF cluster has returned in its initial state and can be restarted after a timed wait DE statement, which aligns the DE/TDF time scales on the beginning of the next cluster period $T_c$.

It is important that the global advance of DE time during simulation of a mixed DE-TDF model is monotonically increasing. A valid static scheduling must guarantee that the DE events generated by a TDF cluster cannot happen earlier than the current DE time. However, common scheduler implementations for the SDF MoC and the TDF MoC are not formally addressing this issue. In consequence, synchronization problems can only be identified during simulation at which point not enough useful information is available to propose a way to fix the cause.

To illustrate the problem, let us consider, as a simple example, the mixed DE-TDF model of Fig. 1(a). The TDF cluster consists of two TDF modules $A$ and $B$. The module $A$ ($B$) is connected to the DE module $X$ ($Y$) through the DE signal $\text{sig}_1$ ($\text{sig}_3$). The modules $A$ and $B$ are connected through the TDF signal $\text{sig}_2$. The signal arrows indicate the respective input and output ports. Ports $A_{\text{in}}$ and $B_{\text{out}}$ are TDF converter ports, while ports $A_{\text{out}}$ and $B_{\text{in}}$ are regular TDF ports. The required time step definition is here done for the time step of module $A$, $T_{m_A}$, which is set to 6 ms. The port rates are also defined as follows: 3 samples for $A_{\text{out}}$, 2 samples for $B_{\text{in}}$, and 1 sample for $A_{\text{in}}$ and $B_{\text{out}}$. A valid TDF schedule (without considering DE-TDF interactions) is then $\text{ABABB}$ with a module time step for $B$ $T_{m_B} = 4$ ms. The cluster period $T_c$ is therefore equal to 12 ms and the cluster start time $t_c$ is equal to $n \cdot T_c$, where $n = 0, 1, \ldots$. If we now include the interactions with the DE part of the model, we can determine that the DE signal $\text{sig}_1$ must be sampled every $T_{m_A} = 6$ ms, while the DE signal $\text{sig}_3$ will have an event every $T_{m_B} = 4$ ms.

Fig. 1(b) shows the DE-TDF synchronization for the case where all TDF port delays $D_p$ are set to zero using a graphical notation that we developed. The numbers in circles identify a simulation trace, i.e., the simulation steps of TDF module activations and DE-TDF synchronization, without actually considering any particular behavior. Two kinds of time lines are represented: the ones having white circles denote a DE time line, while the ones having black circles and grey boxes denote a TDF time line. The position of a grey box indicates when a TDF module is activated and the solid arcs indicate its processing duration. The dashed arcs denote either the sampling of a DE signal or the generation of an event on a DE signal. The double dashed arrows indicate the advance of DE time by a timed wait. We can see in Fig. 1(b) that the simulation trace aborts at step (9) due to a causality error: the sample produced by the TDF module $B$ on $B_{\text{out}}$ is supposed to generate a DE event on signal $\text{sig}_3$ at 4 ms, while the DE time already advanced to 6 ms at step (6). Fig. 1(c) then shows that having a port delay of 1 sample on port $B_{\text{out}}$ fixes the DE-TDF synchronization issue, since the DE events are postponed by one port time step of 4 ms.

The discussed example shows how easily causality problems arise in multi-rate TDF models due to DE-TDF synchronization that are not as obvious as feedback loops. The graphical notation we used in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) is very helpful to understand the TDF and the DE-TDF synchronization semantics in the first place and later diagnose any causality problem. This approach however reaches its limits when the DE-TDF model has a more complex topology, important rate
differences, many delays, and feedback loops. The next sections propose our formalization of the TDF-DE synchronization that enables to detect such problems as early as the computation of the static schedule of the TDF cluster(s). Therefore, proper diagnostics and a proposal for resolving causality issues can be provided to the user before simulation actually starts.

III. CPN-based Representation of the DE and TDF Synchronization Interactions

Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) are a DE modeling language combining the graphical notation of Petri Nets with functional expressions for constructing models of concurrent systems and analyzing their properties [9]. It contains places drawn as ellipses, for representing states; transitions drawn as rectangles, for representing actions; directed arcs for linking places and transitions; and textual inscriptions written in the CPN ML language, for defining data types, variables, priorities, and functions useful during the CPN simulation. When a CPN includes timing information, it is called a timed CPN. We have developed an equivalent representation of TDF clusters and their interactions with the DE domain using these timed CPN. It facilitates the comprehension of the TDF simulation, the detection of time inconsistencies, and the proposition of solutions for the synchronization issues presented in Section II.

The first step for the construction of an equivalent CPN is the representation of the TDF modules. As is shown in Fig. 2(b), the TDF module execution action is represented by a transition with three defined textual inscriptions: a name \(M:qM\) to identify the transition; a guard \(\langle j_M<q_M\rangle\), which represents a Boolean expression used to evaluate whether the transition is enabled; and a priority defined in (3) of Fig. 2(d), which restricts the transition occurrence. Moreover, the TDF module’s current execution number \(j_M\) is stored in a place with three defined textual inscriptions: a name \(Counter M\), which identifies the place; a color set defined in (1) of Fig. 2(d), which indicates the token data type that can be contained therein; and an initial marking defined in (3) of Fig. 2(d), which indicates the multiset of delay tokens associated to the TDF signal. The delay tokens number of the place \(D_{M+n}\) is the addition of the delay attributes associated to the interconnected ports. The transition representing the producer module \(M:qM\) is linked to the \(S_n\) place using a directed arc with the function inscription defined in (1) of Fig. 3(d); it calculates the token identifier (integer indicating the token position in the \(S_n\) place) to be produced when \(M:qM\) is fired. Similarly, the \(S_n\) place is linked to the transition representing the consumer module \(N:qN\), using a directed arc with the function inscription defined in (2) of Fig. 3(d); it calculates the token identifier to be consumed when \(N:qN\) is fired. In multi-rate models, the number of arcs linked among transitions and places, are determined by the involved port rates (in the equations, it is represented using the \(i\) and \(k\) index). To simplify the graphical notation, Fig. 3(c) proposes the reduced CPN used for representing the TDF connections.

The second step for the construction of an equivalent CPN is the representation of the TDF connections. As is shown in Fig. 3(b), the TDF signal \(S\) is represented using a place with three inscriptions: the name \(S_n\) (signal \(S\) connected to an input port of module \(N\)); the color set defined in (1) of Fig. 2(d); and the initial marking defined in (3) of Fig. 3(d), indicating the multiset of delay tokens associated to the TDF signal. The delay tokens number of the place \(D_{M+n}\) is the addition of the delay attributes associated to the interconnected ports. The transition representing the producer module \(M:qM\) is linked to the \(S_n\) place using a directed arc with the function inscription defined in (1) of Fig. 3(d); it calculates the token identifier (integer indicating the token position in the \(S_n\) place) to be produced when \(M:qM\) is fired. Similarly, the \(S_n\) place is linked to the transition representing the consumer module \(N:qN\), using a directed arc with the function inscription defined in (2) of Fig. 3(d); it calculates the token identifier to be consumed when \(N:qN\) is fired. In multi-rate models, the number of arcs linked among transitions and places, are determined by the involved port rates (in the equations, it is represented using the \(i\) and \(k\) index). To simplify the graphical notation, Fig. 3(c) proposes the reduced CPN used for representing the TDF connections.

The third step for the construction of an equivalent CPN model is the representation of the input and output converter ports. This representation adds the timing information required to synchronize the read and write operations among the DE and DT domains. Fig. 4(b) shows the equivalent CPN for an input converter port at time \(t\): the \(S\) read ops. list place stores the reading synchronization events defined in (8) of Fig. 4(d) for one cluster period; the Enable S read op. transition enables a read operation; the \(S\) read op. enabled place stores the read operation that is enabled; the Counter S place stores the number of read operations executed; the Read S transition represents the DE read operation; and the M.m place stores the available tokens, which can be consumed by the \(M:qM\) transition. Similarly, Fig. 5(b) shows the equivalent CPN for an output
When they can be consumed; this time stamp is added to the S write op. enabled (6) of Fig. 5(d) and (3) of Fig. 2(d). The token using the operator "@". Three transition priority levels contain not only an identifier, but also a time stamp indicating some of the defined places: it indicates that the stored tokens M.m operation that is enabled; the M.m place present in the model, as is shown in Fig. 4(b). The execution of each Enable S write op. transition is inhibited by the S write op. enabled place directly linked to it, and each S write op. enabled place present in the model, as is shown in Fig. 4(b). The execution of each Enable S write op. transition is inhibited by the S write op. enabled place directly linked to it, as is shown in Fig. 5(b). To simplify the graphical notation, Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 5(c) propose the reduced CPN used for representing the input and output converter ports.

By combining the transformation rules for the individual TDF model elements, any TDF cluster can be represented as a CPN. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the equivalent CPN model for the DE-TDF model in Fig. 1(a). Using CPN Tools [10], we validated the semantical correctness of the CPN representation of the DE-TDF synchronization interactions and that the execution of the resulting CPN model yields a legal simulation trace respecting all semantics of the TDF simulation as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c).

Fig. 4. Construction of equivalent CPN for TDF input converter ports.

Fig. 5. Construction of equivalent CPN for TDF output converter ports.

In order to detect the causality problems and construct the schedule required for planning the TDF cluster simulation, the algorithm shown in Listing 1 has been developed. It takes as arguments: the net structure on which the analysis is performed, the schedule structure where the execution order is stored, and the T_net cluster period. Before starting, the net is assumed computable, the final state is supposed not reached and the time is initialized (Listing 1, lines 2–4). The first called function (Listing 1, line 6) is responsible for firing all enabled transitions.

IV. Pre-simulation Symbolic Analysis

In order to detect the causality problems and construct the schedule required for planning the TDF cluster simulation, the algorithm shown in Listing 1 has been developed. It takes as arguments: the net structure on which the analysis is performed, the schedule structure where the execution order is stored, and the T_net cluster period. Before starting, the net is assumed computable, the final state is supposed not reached and the time is initialized (Listing 1, lines 2–4). The first called function (Listing 1, line 6) is responsible for firing all enabled transitions.
Accordingly, the objective of the function defined in Listing 1, were found. Otherwise, the net is marked as not computable, to increase the delay attribute associated to the connected place, and the delay changes required to solve the causality problems are presented (Listing 1, line 14). As long as the net is directly reached, the function returns true indicating that the schedule is complete and that no causality problems were found. Otherwise, the net is marked as not computable, and the delay changes required to solve the causality problems are determined (Listing 1, lines 9–10).

The causality problems in the TDF clusters occur when a DE write operation is required; and the sample to be written in the DE domain has not yet been generated by a TDF output converter port. In the CPN, the detection of this problem corresponds to identifying the locked Write S transition, because its S write op. enabled connected place has one token indicating that the write operation should be realized at time t; and its M.m connected place has no token to be consumed at time t.

Accordingly, the objective of the function defined in Listing 1, line 10, is to detect the locked Write S transition, to delete the token contained in its S write op. enabled connected place, and to increase the delay attribute associated to the M.m connected place. After these modifications, the net is unlocked and the delay changes required to solve the causality problems are presented (Listing 1, lines 9–10).

The algorithm responsible of the transition firing and the schedule creation is shown in Listing 2. Following the CPN execution rules, the transitions are fired according to the defined priority levels. If the net is computable, the low priority transitions are added to the schedule, as they represent the TDF module executions and their DE interactions (Listing 2, line 11). Once the net is not computable, the construction of the schedule halts: the low priority transitions are fired, but they are not added to the schedule (Listing 2, line 9). As long as time t is different to the T_net period and no more transitions are enabled, the time t is increased to the the minimum time stamp value contained in the net places (Listing 2, lines 13–17). As the time increase enables new transitions, the algorithm will be re-executed (Listing 2, lines 5–18).

Using an implementation of these algorithms in C++, the model in Fig. 6 is analyzed for two scenarios. When D_out = 0, the causality problems are detected, the schedule is not valid, and the delay changes are proposed. When D_out = 1, the CPN directly reaches its final state and the schedule is constructed, indicating the execution order and the DE times at which the TDF modules and their interactions with the DE domain should be performed. The results are summarized in Table I.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Delays</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Computability</th>
<th>Proposed Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D_out = 0</td>
<td>0 ms – write sig3, read sig1, A, B</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>D_out = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_out = 1</td>
<td>0 ms – write sig3, read sig1, A, B</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. Case Study

In order to validate the proposed technique, a vibration sensor and its digital front end has been modeled using the SystemC AMS TDF MoC. As is shown in Fig. 7(a), it has a TDF cluster composed of a source SRC, which generates the vibration signal; a SENSOR element, which takes the acceleration caused by the vibration and generates a speed-proportional voltage signal; a Programmable Gain Amplifier PGA, which amplifies the input voltage using the gain factor; an Analog to Digital Converter ADC, which digitizes the amplified voltage; a TDF to DE converter TDF2DE, which forwards the digitized value to the DE domain; and an amplitude estimator AAVG, which calculates the absolute average amplitude of the received samples. The gain factor, read by the PGA, is calculated by a gain controller CTRL.
modeled using the SystemC DE MoC. The function of this controller is to vary the gain according to the estimated amplitude received at its input.

The particularity of this model is that its multi-rate TDF cluster becomes part of a closed loop including a path through the DE domain. As the TDF cluster itself contains no loops, it could be assumed that port delay assignments are not necessary to calculate a valid schedule [3], but this is only valid for single-rate TDF models. Following the approach from Sections III and IV, the equivalent vibration sensor model in Fig. 7(b) is constructed and analyzed for the delay attributes set to $D_{out} = 0$, $D_{amp} = 0$, and $D_{clk} = 0$. As causality problems are detected during the application of the algorithm shown in Listing 1, the model is not considered computable, the schedule cannot be defined, and delay attribute changes are proposed. These determined delay attributes changes, $D_{out} = 1$, $D_{amp} = 1$, and $D_{clk} = 2$, are required to solve the causality problems in the model. Using this information, the user can modify the model, and restart the elaboration for finding the schedule including the order at which the TDF modules and its DE interactions should be executed before the actual simulation starts. If, in comparison to our approach, the unmodified TDF model is run in the Fraunhofer SystemC-AMS proof-of-concept simulator, the errors will be detected one by one during simulation. Thus, the user needs to perform three complete simulations to determine all required delay attribute changes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrated that the causality problems arising in multi-rate TDF clusters interacting with the DE domain can be detected and resolved before simulation. We also showed that our approach of analyzing an equivalent CPN constructed from a TDF cluster for these problems yields a valid schedule for causal TDF clusters. In addition to the order of the TDF module activations, this schedule also includes all necessary timed wait and read/write DE operations. This is not the case when a pure SDF schedule algorithm is applied [4]. The vibration sensor case study not only validated our approach, but it also showed that multi-rate clusters, which include DE loops, require port delay assignments to calculate a valid schedule. Future work will target the conception of a simulator prototype that integrates the proposed analysis techniques while always respecting the SystemC AMS standard.
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